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Thematic Bloc 3 - Overview
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Thematic Block 3 Lesson Subtitle Date - 2020 English

Mining

1 Drilling: Main Steps in 
the Mining Cycle

October 14th 1:30 – 3:30 PM

2 Mineral Resources October 28th 1:30 – 3:30 PM

3 Build a Mine November 4th 1:30 – 3:30 PM

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine



Lesson 3 – Build a Mine
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Lesson 3 Sub-lessons November 4th

Build a Mine

a. What is mining?

1:30 – 3:30 
PM

b. Mine life cycle

c. Overview of resources versus reserves

d. Geometallurgy for mining

e. Costs of building a mine

f.  Mineral supplies and demand

g. Mined minerals used everyday

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine
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What is Mining?

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine

Harraz, 2016

 Mining:

 The activity that removes from 
the earth’s crust the abnormal 
concentration of metal found in 
the deposit

 Mining is extracting ore or  
minerals from the ground

 Mine:
 An opening or excavation of  the 

earth from which minerals are  
extracted
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 The theoretical mathematical life of a mine is based on:

 Taylor’s Formula:
T (years) = 0.20 R 0.25

R = Mineable Reserves in tonnes

Mine Life Cycle

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine

Mining is one of the riskiest 
investments with many risks to 

consider at every stage… 

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/visualizing-the-life-cycle-of-a-mineral-discovery/
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Mine Life Cycle

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine

 Concept Overview:

 Mine production  is 
the third phase of 
the mining life 
cycle.

 It consists of the 
main steps for the 
actual development 
of the mining 
complex site.
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Mine Life Cycle

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine

Harraz, 2016

Exploration

MiningReclamation (or Closure)
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/visualizing-the-life-cycle-of-a-mineral-discovery/

 Mining legend Pierre Lassonde defined, based on decades of mineral exploration, discovery, and development 
experience, a chart to guide the mining industry known as the ‘Lassonde Curve’: 
 Outlines the life of mining companies from exploration to production, and highlights the work and market 

value associated with each stage 
 This helps speculative investors to understand the mining process, and time their investments properly

https://www.mininghalloffame.ca/pierre-lassonde
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

 In the life cycle of a 
mineral deposit, there 
are seven stages that 
each offer specific 
risks and rewards. 

 The mining company
proves there is a 
mineable deposit in 
the ground, more 
value is created for 
shareholders along 
the way.
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

1. Concept:

 This stage carries the most risk which accounts 
for its low value:
 Beginning with no or very little knowledge of 

what actually lies beneath the Earth’s surface

 At this stage, geologists are putting to the test 
a theory about where metal deposits are:
 Survey the land using geological, geophysical, 

and geochemical and sampling techniques to 
improve the confidence of their theories

 Once this is complete, they can move onto 
more extensive exploration
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

2. Pre-Discovery:

 Higher risk where speculation hype begins:
 As the drill bit meets the ground, mineral 

exploration geologists develop their knowledge 
of what lies beneath the Earth’s crust to assess 
mineral potential

 Mineral exploration involves retrieving a cross-
section (drill core) of the crust, and then 
analyzing it for mineral content:
 Drill core containing sufficient amounts of metals 

can encourage further exploration, which may 
lead to the discovery of a mineable deposit
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

2. Pre-Discovery: 4 main steps
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

3. Discovery:

 Reward stage for early 
speculators:
 Exploration has revealed the 

presence of significant amount 
of material to be mined

 It warrants further study to 
prove that mining would be 
feasible

 Most speculators exit here, as 
the next stage creates a new set 
of risks:
 Such as profitability, 

construction, and financing 
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

4. Feasibility:

 Important milestone for a mineral discovery:
 Studies conducted during this stage may 

demonstrate the deposit’s potential to 
become a profitable mine

 Institutional and strategic investors can then 
use these studies to evaluate whether they 
want to advance this project:
 Speculators often invest during this time, 

known as the “Orphan Period”, while 
uncertainty about the project lingers
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

5. Development:

 Development is rare, and most mineral 
deposits never make it to this stage:
 At this point, the company puts together 

a production plan for the mine

 Funding must be secured, and an 
operational team must be set-up:
 If a company secures funding for 

development, investors can see the 
potential of revenue from mining

 Risks still persist in the form of 
construction, budget, and timelines 
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

5. Development:

 With the opening a mineral deposit for exploitation begins the actual mining of the 
deposit, now called the ore:
 Access to the deposit is gained by either:

i. Stripping the overburden (soil and/or rock covering the deposit) to expose the 
near-surface ore for mining:
 Stripping the overburden is done if the minerals are to be mined at the surface
 Economic  considerations determine the stripping ratio:

• Ratio of waste removed to ore recovered:
o Ranges as high as 38 m/ton for coal mines to as low as 0.8 m/ton in metal mines
o Some non-metallic mines have  no overburden to remove:

 The mineral is simply excavated at the surface

ii. Excavating openings from the surface to access more deeply buried deposits to 
prepare for underground  mining.

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

5. Development:

 Certain preliminary development work will generally be required  before any 
development takes place, such as:

 Acquiring water and mineral rights
 Buying surface lands
 Arranging for financing
 Preparing permit applications and an environmental impact statement

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

5. Development:

 When these steps have been achieved, a number of additional requirements needs to 
be validated:

 Access roads infrastructures
 Power sources
 Mineral transportation systems
 Mineral processing facilities
 Waste disposal areas
 Offices, and other support facilities-must precede actual mining in most cases

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

5. Development:

 Development for underground mining is generally more complex and expensive:

 Requires careful planning and  layout of access openings for efficient mining, 
safety, and permanence

 Principal openings may be shafts, slopes, or adits*:
 Each must be planned to allow passage of workers, machines, ore, waste, air, water, 

and utilities

 Many  metal mines are located along steeply dipping deposits and thus are opened 
from shafts, while drifts, winzes, and raises serve the production areas

 Many coal and non-metallic mines are found in nearly horizontal deposits:
 Their  primary openings may be drifts or entries, which may be distinctly different 

from those of metal mines

Harraz, 2016 *Adit is the entrance to underground mines which are horizontal or nearly horizontal, by which the mine can be entered, 
drained of water, ventilated, and minerals extracted at the lowest convenient level. (Wikipedia)
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation:

 This is a rare moment for a mineral discovery:
 The company is now processing ore and 

generating revenue
 Investors who have held their investment until 

this point can pat themselves on the back

 Investment analysts will re-rate this deposit:
 To help attract more attention from institutional 

investors and the general public
 Existing investors can choose to exit here or wait 

for potential increases in revenues and dividends

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/visualizing-the-life-cycle-of-a-mineral-discovery/

Simon Michaud, 2020
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation:

 Exploitation is associated with the actual recovery of minerals from the earth in 
quantity:

 Although development may continue, the emphasis in the production stage is on 
production

 Usually only enough development is done prior to exploitation to ensure that 
production, once started, can continue uninterrupted throughout the life of the 
mine

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation:

 The mining method selected for exploitation is determined mainly by the  
characteristics of the mineral deposit and the limits imposed by safety, technology,  
environmental concerns, and economics:

 Geologic conditions such as the:
 Dip, shape, and strength of the ore and the surrounding host rock play a key 

role in selecting the method

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Choice of Mining Methods:

 Mining method depends on the following factors:
1. Shape of the orebody: Tabular, cylindrical, spherical, etc.
2. Orientation of the orebody: Sub-horizontal, sub-vertical, etc.
3. Continuity of the orebody
4. Size of the orebody
5. Depth to the orebody
6. Ore-grade: High-grade, low-grade
7. Distribution of the ore-bearing minerals within the orebody: Massive or disseminated (with a cut-off grade)
8. Depth of the overburden
9. Strength of the orebody and overburden/host-rocks
10. Projected production rates
11. Capital costs, rate of financial recovery, cash-flow
12. Area of land available for waste disposal: Open pit mines cover a larger surface area and generate a greater 

volume of wastes
13. Safety concerns: Surface mining methods have a better safety record
14. Impacts on surface: Environmental, drainage, sub-surface aquifers, land-use changes, social
15. Rehabilitation concerns

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Choice of Mining Methods:

 What determines the type of mining?

 Underground Mining versus Surface Mining:
 Depth below the surface
 Size of the ore body
 Shape of the ore body
 Grade
 Type of ore

Harraz, 2016

Underground Mining:
• Deep, small but rich

Surface Mining:
• Shallow, near surface
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation

 Traditional exploitation methods fall into two broad categories based on deposit type:  

i. Surface mining includes mechanical excavation methods such as:
 Quarrying
 Open pit
 Open cast or Strip mining
 Placer mines using aqueous methods such as solution mining
 Hydraulic mines

ii. Underground mining is usually classified in three categories of methods:
 Unsupported
 Supported
 Caving*

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: 

Traditional exploitation 
methods fall into two broad 
categories based on deposit 
type:  

i. Surface mining 
ii. Underground mining is 

usually classified in three 
categories of methods:
 Unsupported
 Supported
 Caving*

Harraz, 2016

*Block caving is essentially the underground version of open-pit mining. It's the only 
underground mining method that can reach similar production rates to surface mining
operations, up to over 100,000 tons per day. The method involves undermining an ore body, 
then allowing it to collapse under its own weight. (mining-101/underground-mining-methods)

https://newpacificmetals.com/mining-101/underground-mining-methods
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Choice of Mining Methods:

 Waste production between two main types of mine?
 Underground Mining versus Surface Mining:

 Open pit mine generates a huge volumes of waste rock that must be remove before the ore extraction.

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining:

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Surface mining is a mining 
method in which soil and rocks 
are removed to reach underlying 
orebody that was near the 
surface.

 Open-pit mining ores are mined 
downward, layer by layer.

 Diamond, gold, and copper are 
often mined with open-pit 
mining.
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining

 Quarrying extracts rock to be used:
 Intact for building blocks or facing stone
 Crushed for cement-making and road bed

 Open Pit:
 Mines large ore bodies located near the surface
 Cause permanent changes to any local topography terrain

 Strip Mining:
 The ore zone is overlain by vegetation, soil, non-ore rock that must be removed:

 Used for ore bodies which occur in layers that are generally parallel to the surface 
 Spoils banks are designed to collect the waste rock
 Current reclamation law requires that it be return to the pit and the original soil replaced
 Expensive but vital
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Quarries

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Quarrying extracts rock to be used:

 Intact for building blocks or facing stone
 Crushed for cement-making and road bed
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve
6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Other

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Open Pit

 Open pit mining:

 “An excavation or cut made 
at the surface of the ground 
for the purpose of extracting 
ore and which is open to the 
surface for the duration of 
the mine's life." 

 To expose and mine the ore, 
it is generally necessary to 
excavate and relocate large 
quantities of waste rock.

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Open Pit

 Open pit mining:

 Used when ore bodies lie 
near the surface

 Large hole exposes the 
ore body

 Waste rock (overburden) 
is removed

 Second cheapest method, 
but has the largest 
environmental impact

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Open Pit Concepts

Harraz, 2016

Prepare mine sites, build complete facilities, manage mine operations

Permits to establish the mine’s configuration, proper mining equipment, and perform an economic 
evaluation of the project
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Open Pit Concepts

Harraz, 2016

Prepare mine sites, build complete facilities, manage mine operations
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Placer Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Placer mining for gold or tin:

 The resulting water-sediment 
slurry is directed through 
sluice boxes to remove the 
gold:

 A sluice box is essentially a 
micro river system which is 
man controlled

 Used to separate the gold 
and black sands from the 
other worthless materials 
commonly found in a river
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Placer Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Placer mining for gold or tin:

 A dredger uses a high pressure 
gasoline water pump to suck 
water, gravel and gold, and inject 
this material into a sluice 
through a collector box

 A vacuum is created which sucks 
up water and gravel, pushing the 
material through the hose
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Placer Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Dredging mining:

 Used to bring up 
underwater mineral 
deposits

 Dredging is usually used 
to clear or enlarge 
waterways for boats, but 
can also recover 
significant amounts of 
underwater minerals 
relatively efficiently and 
cheaply

 Mobile or stationary
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Hydraulic Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Hydraulic mining for gold in 
Alaska:

 A form of mining that 
uses high-pressure jets of 
water to dislodge rock 
material or move 
sediment
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Strip Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Strip Mining:

 The ore zone is overlain by 
vegetation, soil, non-ore rock 
that must be removed:

 Used for ore bodies which 
occur in layers that are 
generally parallel to the 
surface 

 Spoils banks are designed to 
collect the waste rock

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Surface Mining: Strip Mines

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.Harraz, 2016

 Strip mining:

 Similar to open pit
 But orebody is very next 

to the surface
 Requires the removing of 

all of the overburden

 Large bucket wheel extractor (Germany)
 Moves 10 m/minutes
 Requires 5 persons to operate
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Underground Mining:

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Generally hard to see where they are located:
 Area of disturbance is local

 Miners place the drifts close to the ore body to cut down on waste

 Once mines are closed they can be sealed with the non-ore rock (waste rock)

 Surface collapse generally limited and controllable with modern mine 
reclamation practices:
 Old, abandoned, and forgotten mines are still a problem
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: 
Underground Mining:

 Method used for deep 
orebodies

 The grade is high 
enough to exceed 
production costs
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Underground Mining:

Harraz, 2016

 Underground mining methods are usually classified in two categories of methods:

 Soft rock mining methods:
 Long wall mining
 Room-and-pillar mining
 Blast mining
 Short wall mining
 Coal skimming

 Hard rock mining methods:
 Short-hole and long-hole mining methods
 Selective and unselective mining methods
 Supported and unsupported mining methods
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Underground Mining:
LaRonde VMS Mine (Abitibi-Témiscamingue)
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Mineral Extraction Processing

 Ore rock is ground or crushed for extraction

 The fine waste material is placed in tailings

 The tailings are exposed to wind and weather

 Harmful elements such as mercury, arsenic, cadmium, or uranium can be leached out

 The surface and subsurface water systems can be contaminated

 Chemicals used in ore extraction must be controlled and not just dumped

 Smelting ores to extract metals can produce metal laden exhaust gas or ash, sulfur oxide and 
acid rain pollution and must be scrubbed before discharging

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Mineral Extraction Processing (Metallurgy)

Harraz, 2016

 Oxide ores are generally processed 
using hydrometallurgy

 Mining considerations:
 Oxide ore is often more 

abundant near the surface
 Oxide ore is usually lower-grade

 Contains less copper, gold, zinc, 
nickel and others

 Hydrometallurgy process is less 
expensive
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Mineral Extraction Processing (Metallurgy)

Harraz, 2016

 Sulfide ores are generally processed 
using pyrometallurgy

 Mining considerations:
 Sulfide ore is often less 

abundant
 Sulfide ore is often a higher-

grade ore:
 Contains more copper, gold, zinc, 

nickel and others

 Pyrometallurgy process is more 
expensive
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Mineral Extraction Processing (Metallurgy)

Harraz, 2016

 Sulfide ores are generally processed 
using pyrometallurgy

 Uses physical steps and high 
temperatures to extract and purify 
metals of sulfide ores, usually in 
four steps:

 Froth flotation
 Thickening
 Smelting
 Electrolysis



Oxide Ore: 
Hydrometallurgy

Heap Leaching

Solvent Extraction

Electrowinning

Mining

Transporting

Primary Crushing

Sulfide Ore: 
Pyrometallurgy

Froth Floatation

Thickening

Smelting

Electrolysis
Final Product:

99.99% pure copper 
cathode
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Mineral Extraction Processing (Metallurgy)

Harraz, 2016
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

6. Start-up Production: Exploitation: Metals obtained from Ores

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

 Aluminum or Iron: Appliances and vehicles

 Metals for conductors or semi-conductors

 Gems, gold, and silver: Jewelry

 Copper from malachite and azurite

 Zinc from sphalerite

 Lead from galena

 Many other metals found in rocks

Lead (Pb) Ore from Galena
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Mine Life Cycle: Lassonde Curve

7. Depletion:

 Nothing lasts forever, especially scarce mineral 
resources:

 Unless, there are more deposits nearby, most 
mines are eventually depleted

 With it, so does the value of the company
 Investors look for an exit as operations wind 

down

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/visualizing-the-life-cycle-of-a-mineral-discovery/

Simon Michaud, 2020
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Overview of Resources versus Reserves

Ore = Mineral or aggregate of minerals which can be mined (extracted 
and processed) at a profit

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

How to determine if a rock is ore?

Grade of ore

Size and depth of deposit Location of deposit

Type of ore

Mineral Deposit: Contains something valuable

Ore: Can be mined at a profit

Vein with only quartz: 
Not a mineral deposit
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 Minerals are non-renewable resources because the amounts that exist are 
finite although most are very abundant. 

 Economically recoverable resources account for a tiny proportion of the 
total that exists.

 The main limitations on mineral availability are the locations, chemical 
form and purity of the deposits, and the availability of technologies to 
exploit them.

 Their exploitation is economically important but can cause environmental 
damages.

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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 Mineral Resources:
 Total amount of a valuable geologic 

material in all deposits, discovered 
and undiscovered

 Include all the material which is 
theoretically available for 
exploitation

 This includes deposits that cannot 
be exploited now:
 Too deep, low grade, unusable 

chemical form, prohibitive land use 
conflict

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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 Mineral Reserves:
 Discovered deposits of geologic 

resources that can be extracted 
economically and legally under 
present conditions

 Include that portion of the resource 
which can be exploited now, 
economically, using existing 
technology

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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 The size of a resource is finite but the 
quantity included in the reserves can 
change:

 The reserves will increase if 
there is an increase in market 
price or if new extraction 
technologies are developed. 

 If market prices drop then 
reserves may decrease.

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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Mineral Resources: 

Harraz, 2016

 Mineral resource estimation approach has
changed considerably in the past 25years:

 The fundamental key to successful
mineral project is resource estimation
with a clear understanding of the  
resource geology and mining aspects
of deposit

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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Harraz, 2016

Overview of Resources versus Reserves

 Mineral resources are 
sub-divided into 3 
categories, in order of  
the increasing 
geological confidence 
into:

 Inferred

 Indicated

 Measured

Mineral Resources : 
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Mineral Reserves: 

Harraz, 2016

 Ore Reserves are those portions of  
Mineral Resources that, after the  
application of all Modifying Factors, result 
in an estimated tonnage and grade.

 Ore Reserves are sub-divided into 3 
categories, in order of  the increasing 
confidence into:

 Probable Ore Reserves

 Proved Ore Reserves

Overview of Resources versus Reserves
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Mineral Resources versus Mineral Reserves

www.arabnubia.com

http://www.arabnubia.com/
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Geometallurgy for Mining
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 « Geometallurgy is the integration of geological, mining, metallurgical, 
environmental and economic information to maximize the Net Present 
Value (NPV) of an orebody while minimizing technical and operational risks 
» SGS, 2020:

 Allows the definition of the optimum extractive metallurgy flowsheet 
design over life-of-mine based on the documented geological, 
geochemical, mineralogical, textural and metallurgical characteristics 
of an ore deposit

 Involves state-of-the-art methodologies that take into account the 
specific characteristics of an ore deposit
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Geometallurgy for Mining
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 All parts of the mining process are working on the same rock but with different 
technical languages. This means  that the rock itself becomes the data transfer 
point to examine multiple process behaviors and ore type mineral definitions.

Simon Michaud, 2020
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Geometallurgy for Mining
 Conventional mine development flow sheet

 Geometallurgically supported mine 
development 
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Geometallurgy for Mining
Rock texture at macro to meso-scale depends on scope of measurement
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Geometallurgy for Mining
Rock alteration, textures and structures
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Geometallurgy for Mining
Mineralization Types
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Geometallurgy for Mining
Petrography and Mineralogy: Identification of sulfides and oxides 
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Geometallurgy for Mining
Application of integrated geophysical imaging across the mining lifecycle

Harraz, 2016

Where have we come from 
and where are we going to?
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Geometallurgy in Quebec
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Costs of Building a Mine

Harraz, 2016
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Costs of Building a Mine

Harraz, 2016

Stage/
(Project Name)

Procedure Time (Years) Cost / Unit Cost

Precursors to Mining

1) Prospecting

(Mineral deposit)

Search for ore:

a) Prospecting methods:

 Direct: Geological

 Indirect: Geophysical, Geochemical.

b) Locate favorable loci (maps, literature, oldmines)

c) Air: Aerial photography, Airbornegeophysics, Satellite

d) Surface: Ground geophysics, Geology
e) Spot anomaly, analyze, evaluate

1 - 3

$0.2 — 10 million  or 

$0.05 — 1/ton

($0.05 — 1.1/ton)

2) Exploration  

(Ore body)

Defining extent and value of ore interpretation and 

estimation:

a) Sample (drilling or excavation), Assay, test

b) Estimate tonnage and grade

c) Evaluate deposit:

 Present

 Value = income - cost

 Feasibility study: make decision to abandon or

develop

2 - 5

$1— 15 million  or 

$0.20 — 1.5/ton

($0.22 — 1.65/ton)
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Costs of Building a Mine

Harraz, 2016

Stage/
(Project Name)

Procedure Time (Years) Cost/Unit Cost

Proper Mining

3) Development

(Prospect)

Opening up ore deposit for production:

a) Acquire mining rights (purchase or lease), if not done  in 

stage 2.

b) File environmental impact statement, technology,

assessment, permit.

c) Construct access roads, transport system.

d) Locate surface plant, construct facilities.
e) Excavate deposit (strip or sink shaft).

2 - 5
$10 — 500 million  or 

$0.25 — 10/ton  

($0.275 — 11/ton)

4) Exploitation

(Mine)

Large-scale production of ore:

a) Factors in choice of method: geologic, geographic,  

economic, environmental, societal safety

b) Types of mining methods:

 Surface: open pit, open cast, etc.

 Underground: room and pillar, block caving, etc.
c) Monitor costs and economic payback (3 - 10 yr.)

10 - 30
$5 — 75 millions/yr.  or 

$2 — 150/ton  

($2.2 — 165/ton)

Post-mining

5) Reclamation

(Real  estate)

Restoration of site:

a) Removal of plant and buildings

b) Reclamation of waste and tailings dumps
c) Monitoring of discharges

1 - 10

$1 — 20 millions

$0.2 — 4/ton  

($0.22 — 4.4/ton)
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Mineral Supply and Demand
 Globally, mineral distribution is very un-even:

 Some countries have plenty: Export nations
 Some countries have none: Import nations
 Import and export relationships fluctuate

 World demand is constantly fluctuating

 Commodities do not follow fluctuating trends

 Technology often allows more access to difficult or low grade ore deposits

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Mineral Supply and Demand
 Future mineral resource shortages will occur and cause international tension with 

eventual mineral reserves depletion

 It is unrealistic and unlikely to be able to control future consumption rates to:
 Reduce the mineral rates consumption 
 Hold the actual mineral rates consumption steady

 Globally the less developed nations are striving to achieve comparable standards of 
living as the technologically advanced countries enjoy

 Countries that have the fastest-growing populations are not well endowed with mineral
deposits and are the less developed countries of the world

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Mineral Supply and Demand

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Factors affecting the viability of exploiting mineral deposits:

1. Extraction costs affected by:

Depth, overburden quality, drainage problems, size of deposit

2. Processing costs of extracting a metal depends on:

The other elements with which it is combined:
• Aluminium is most abundant in clay but can only be economically extracted from bauxite

3. Purity

4. Financial cost:

 Energy required and quantity of ore-bearing rock extracted increase rapidly as 
ore purity decreases
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Mineral Supply and Demand

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Factors affecting the viability of exploiting 
mineral deposits:

5. Competing land uses may be 
considered more important or 
valuable than mining:
Urban areas, conservation of 

landscape or wildlife

6. Transport costs affected by the:
Distance to the market

Ease of bulk transport

Presence of a suitable existing 
transport infrastructure
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Mineral Supply and Demand

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Factors affecting the viability of exploiting mineral deposits:

7. The market economics demand and sale value of the minerals control the economic 
viability of exploiting a particular mineral deposit:

The cut-off ore grade is the lowest ore purity that can be exploited economically

If cut-off grade Exploitation Zone

Exploitation Zone

Exploitation Zone
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Mineral Supply and Demand
Factors affecting the viability of exploiting mineral deposits:

7. The market economics demand and sale value of the minerals control the economic 
viability of exploiting a particular mineral deposit:

High-grade ore vs low-grade can play major influence to be exploited economically

High-grade Zone (HG)
Low-grade Zone (LG)

Big influence on 
the tonnage

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Future of Mineral Supplies
Reserves of exploitable minerals are finite and they are non-renewable resources

A range of methods may be used to extend the time period in which they may be exploited:

More exploration in previously unexplored areas, e.g. remote areas/areas with difficult conditions:
 Antarctic

 Deep ocean floor for manganese nodules

Better exploratory techniques:
 Remote sensing surveys:

 Satellite: Allow rapid aerial photography of large areas of land

 Geophysical:

 Seismic: Echoes of surface vibrations provide information on depth, angle, density and thickness of rock strata

 Gravimetry: Provides information on the density of rocks:

 Igneous rocks are usually more dense than sedimentary rocks

 Magnetometry: Detects magnetic rocks:

 Iron ores

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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Future of Mineral Supplies
Reserves of exploitable minerals are finite and they are non-renewable resources

A range of methods may be used to extend the time period in which they may be exploited:

Better and more mechanized mining techniques:
 Larger excavators which can dig deeper into the ground

Use of Low-Grade Ores:
 Electrolysis of spoil heap leachate to remove copper

 Bacterial recovery from disused mine spoil

The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.



1. Graphite                                                                             
Pencils of graphite enclosed in wood

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

Photo by Martin Turgoose on Unsplash Photo by Umberto on Unsplash Photo by David Perkins on Unsplash
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https://unsplash.com/@m_turgoose?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/graphite?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/@umby?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/lead-pencil?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/@prkns?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/lead-pencil?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday
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2. Bauxite                                
Bike handles, cans, etc.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13574741/

Mined Minerals Used Everyday
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1Bauxite is the primary ore of 
aluminum. Almost all of the 

aluminum that has ever been 
produced has been extracted 

from bauxite.

The aluminum minerals in 
bauxite can include: gibbsite 
Al(OH)3, boehmite AlO(OH), 

and, diaspore, AlO(OH).
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3. Fluoride
Tooth paste

Photo by Anastasiia Ostapovych on Unsplash

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.123rf.com/photo_17773086_fluorine-or-fluorite.html
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https://unsplash.com/@ostshem?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/toothpaste?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


4. Silver
Cutlery, coins, neckless, bracelets, etc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

Photo by Debby Hudson on Unsplash

https://www.irocks.com/minerals/specimen/7614

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13574741/
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https://unsplash.com/@hudsoncrafted?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/silver-cutlery?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


5. Zinc
Battery in your phone, metal wires, food, etc.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13574741/

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/sphalerite_zinc.html?oriSearch=zinc&sti=n0hxygcpwc9yajutlb|&mediapopup=138932451

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/zinc.html?oriSearch=copper&sti=ncaqu7ylta7abjfp0f|&mediapopup=55559993
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6. Copper
Wires, pipes, jewelry, etc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.irocks.com/minerals/specimen/45368
https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/copper.html?oriSearch=tin+jewel&sti=m4fth8o8atzhwjp0st|&mediapopup=52347306
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7. Tin
Phone, cans, jewels, etc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/tin.html

Tin is a chemical element with the symbol Sn, a pure tin nugget, used to produce various metal alloys 
used to coat other metals and protect them from corrosion 

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine
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8. Salt
Food, de-icing agent, etc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/salt_mines.html?oriSearch=salt&sti=n6h7c6mi4bksr4s8cj|&
mediapopup=142969969

Maras salt mines in Cusco Peru 

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/salt.html?oriSearch=iron&sti=mivekga60u4z0casjf|&mediapopup=41205832
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9. Iron
Batteries, food, etc.

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/iron_mineral.html?oriSearch=iron&sti=llnhvjyt9qs31sazig|&mediapopup=46979446

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/iron_mineral.html?oriSearch=iron&sti=llnhvjyt9qs31sazig|&mediapopup=57183303

https://www.belmontmetals.com/iron-powder-various-application-uses-for-this-versatile-powdered-metal/
Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine
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10. Tungsten                      
Light bulb, jewels, etc.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13574741/

Mined Minerals Used Everyday

https://www.911metallurgist.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Tungsten.png

https://www.123rf.com/stock-
photo/tungsten.html?oriSearch=zinc&sti=ngsn5rjlzv7irfr7tl|&mediapopup=136

068596

https://blog.brilliance.com/jewelry/a-guide-to-tungsten-jewelry

Exploring Geosciences: B3-Mining Exploitation: L3- Build a Mine
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Mined Minerals Used Everyday
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B3: Lesson 3: Build a Mine: Videos

What is Economic Geology? (5.36min)

https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-economic-geology.html

What Distinguishes Ore from Other Mineral Deposits? (5.10min)

https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-distinguishes-ore-from-other-mineral-deposits.html

Finding and Assessing Mineral Resources (7.47min)

https://study.com/academy/lesson/finding-and-assessing-mineral-resources.html

L'exploitation minière au Québec (2.14min)

https://youtu.be/E48Wrz_Q3Cw

Plan québécois pour la valorisation des minéraux critiques et stratégiques (2.33min)

https://youtu.be/rMQr0DLoBIw
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https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-economic-geology.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-distinguishes-ore-from-other-mineral-deposits.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/finding-and-assessing-mineral-resources.html
https://youtu.be/E48Wrz_Q3Cw
https://youtu.be/rMQr0DLoBIw
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Questions? 

Thanks!
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